New technology brings new opportunities. @Govinside shares 3 ways Huawei’s TECH4ALL program uses AI to protect biodiversity and keep food sources sustainable.

Three ways AI can support the Sustainable Development Goals: Huawei is using AI to diagnose visual impairments in children early, preserve biodiversity and keep food sources sustainable.

govinside.asia

Huawei doesn’t provide networks - that’s the operator’s job. @PaulScanlan explains what that means for your data.

Huawei’s job is not to collect and store and analyze data, 3,245 views

Having issues with battery life? Try these steps to help make your Huawei P30 Pro run longer on a single charge.

Huawei P30 Pro - How to improve your battery life

Here are some tips to help you save battery life and make your phone run longer on a single charge. For more info on this topic https://consumer.huawei.com/us/youtube.com

5G Risks and the Future of Security in ICT

Tim Danks, Huawei Technologies USA Vice President of Risk Management and Partner Relations, spoke at the NextGen Wireless Networks Summit on 5G risks and...
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Cybersecurity is a complex topic that often requires complex solutions. That's why we've put together a 10-point plan you can implement today to make your business more secure. tinyurl.com/tinyu2zn

HUAWEI CYBERSECURITY FOR YOUR SMALL BUSINESS: 10 THINGS TO THINK ABOUT
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DrDataScientist and @MarshaCollier share how the various applications of #TECH4ALL can help create a stronger developer ecosystem. Take a look!

TECH4ALL: Empowering Developers To Empower Communities

Huawei's digital inclusion initiative TECH4ALL aims to ensure that the benefits of digital technology reach everyone. Tech influencers Craig Br...
Competition is critical for innovation and risk. Andy Purdy highlights the need to invest in R&D to continue innovating and combating risk in telecoms systems—particularly in this era of 5G. Hear more on @cspan.tinyurl.com/qtru27t

Did you know Huawei started in a small apartment in Shenzhen in 1987?

WhoisHuawei tinyurl.com/vpe7peq

Cybersecurity is a complex topic that often requires complex solutions. That's why we've put together a 10-point plan that you can implement today to make your business more secure. https://tinyurl.com/tnyu22n

Cybersecurity for your small business:

10 Things to think about